
AudienceMaker Capabilities
Acquire new customers and retain existing ones with Data and 
Technology that Leads You to the Right Strategies.

Competitive pressures have never been greater. Established competitors and new 
entrants are all vying for your customer’s attention and delivering a best-in-class 
experience is harder than ever with supply chain constraints and labor shortages.

Yesterday’s DRIP Syndrome (data rich, information poor) will prevent you from 
competing effectively.

Relying on outdated information from non-integrated, disparate solutions is 
yesterday’s way of doing business.

Provides a single sign-on application and user interface that allows access to your data.

The easy-to-use interface was developed to empower non-technical business users to get 
the answers and results they need. Users can query any population of customers or 
prospects (interactions, purchases, social media usage, etc.) and get answers immediately.
 
Seamlessly integrates client native data files, as well as 3rd party marketing assets for use 
in selections and marketing automation as well as downstream ROI analysis.

Provides consistent and frequent master person index data matching 
(personing/householding) and hygiene steps (NCOA/CASS/LACS, deceased suppression 
and DMA opt-out) to ensure accuracy and no duplication of records in the database.
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Provides functionality for analysis, targeting, campaign creation, campaign production, 
marketing automation and measurement.

Provides real-time GIS/mapping allowing visualization of market share, service locations, 
and other data seen in concert with prospect and customer origin.
 
Provides an application that is easy and intuitive for beginners yet robust enough for 
advanced analysis.

Application allows the delivery of communications through ALL channels (direct mail, 
digital, email, social media and more).
 
Provides on-the-fly, optimized, success driven, strategic queries and automated campaigns 
(user-editable and customizable).

Communicate through any digital, online or offline channel to drive brand engagement 
and influence customer behavior.
 
Provides an integrated marketing automation program inside the core application (not a 
3rd party “plug-in”).

Integrates with any PPC/SEM platform and CMS vendor for marketing automation 
campaigns and results/ROI reporting with no additional cost.
 
Client has the flexibility to use their preferred creative agency or Speedeon's in-house 
creative services.
 
Application allows direct-to-persona digital targeting by matching consumer 
data to variables available for Facebook and Google ad targeting.

COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Extended digital reach to millions of online consumers.

Ability to digitally target by geography, behavior, lifestyle, interests and demographic.
 
With the click of a button the user can access more data about any group of customers or 
prospects all viewed in a user enhanced Graphical Interface (GIS).

Proven track record in driving top level growth through digital campaigns and email 
marketing.
 
Unlimited client support providing strategic guidance, optimization and reporting.

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

Integrates landing pages with any CMS through a dedicated URL or delivering code to 
clients existing CMS.
 
Ingests and integrates web forms, such as contact us forms, campaign site submissions 
and landing page forms.

Integrates other strategic data sets like consumer preference, population projections, etc. 
to expand application use into market research/assessments, strategic planning and site 
selection.

EXTENDED CAPABILITIES

Accepts an unlimited number of data sources.

Appends over 1000+ 3rd party demographic, lifestyle, behavioral, psychographic, 
media and retail data enhancements.

DATA
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Broader data sets: Such as household composition, consumer preference, lifestyle/ 
psychographics, as well as spending / share of wallet detail. The inclusion of multiple, 
nationally recognized data sets provides a single source of truth for planning and executing 
strategic growth initiatives.

Life Event Trigger data sets: Life event changes like moving, having a baby, getting 
engaged or married have a huge impact on buying cycles as well as overall consumer 
engagement. Life Event Trigger data can help explain buyer behavior as well as proactively 
engage current customers and targeted prospects.
 
Customer Journey data sets: Augment offline customer data with online intent data 
derived from 55,000+ partner sites and one billion consumer shopping events every month. 
Customer journey data provides instant insight into customer and prospect behavior.

Predictive Scoring Models: Our strategic growth platform includes proprietary predictive 
scoring models and propensities to identify consumers more likely to engage with your 
brand, respond to marketing communications, and to offer high lifetime value potential.
 
Appends individual-level demographics (not clusters or household-level) for stronger 
targeting/segmentation.

All AudienceMaker clients are matched with a dedicated team of experienced advisors who 
serve as consultants and analysts to help maximize your results.
 
Provides unlimited seat licenses included in the cost.

Provides a service level agreement – guaranteeing uptime and performance of the 
application.
 
Client support team provides best practices and guidance for creating highly targeted 
results-driven campaigns.

Experienced success team who will conduct initial and ongoing user training, 
analyze your data to find hidden potential, share best practices to guide internal 
decision-making, identify immediate and long-term growth opportunities 
and advise on goals and next steps to ensure successful technology use.

EXPERIENCE AND CLIENT SUPPORT
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Ingests and reports on multiple financial metrics and show reporting on these different 
metrics in the same application.
 
Provides a dynamic reporting cube to allow organizations to interpret their results based 
on their own business objectives as opposed to vendor-driven measurement.

Deploys a flexible methodology to prove ROI on all outbound communications providing 
flexibility.
 
Provides customizable dashboards based on user's roles and goals.

Application allows for the creation of tags for campaigns so clients can determine their 
own success criteria.
 
All reporting is updated on every database refresh and exposed directly in the application.

REPORTING AND ANALYTICS

Industry standard security measures to protect against loss, misuse, unauthorized access 
and alteration of the information under our control.
 
Vulnerability and compliance management tools in place.

Asset inventory maintained.

Regular security posture audits performed.

Data hygiene and appending is done inside vendor environment and not in a 3rd party 
environment.
 
SOC2 compliant.

SECURITY
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AudienceMaker is the evolution of data.
Where deep understanding births marketing power – which in turn 

creates sharper customer insights to fuel your next success.  

Visit audiencemaker.com to learn more
Connect with us info@audiencemaker.com
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